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Abstract
New tools and strategies are needed in order to design, build, and verify performance to
create healthier, more resilient places to live, work, and play. This paper provides a roadmap and case studies for continuous air barrier strategies to achieve performance in building design, construction, and operations. Continuous air barriers are not only becoming
required by recent energy codes, but codes are also requiring field installation verification
and building performance testing. This increase in stringency aligns with ASHRAE 90.1 overall building energy efficiency improvements in the base code. With regard to air barriers, this
presentation will discuss whole-building performance, design requirements, material and
assembly requirements, and installation verification requirements. It will utilize input from
experts in the current energy code development process, experience from daily field observations across hundreds of projects, and practitioners who conduct whole-building air leakage
testing. In practice, air barrier systems are also being utilized for water-resistive barriers
(WRBs) and vapor barriers (VBs) to comply with the building code. The author will discuss
appropriateness of applications and the interaction between the building and energy code
requirements. New code development updates, design-based applications, and construction
best practices will also be discussed.
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Air Barriers in the Energy Code:
Updates, Compliance, and Achieving Performance
CONTINUOUS AIR BARRIERS
A continuous air barrier is the combination of interconnected materials, assemblies, sealed joints, and components of the
building envelope that minimize air leakage into or out of the building envelope.
Inclusion of a continuous air barrier is a
critical building envelope element to provide
occupant comfort, energy efficiency, and
manage moisture transported via air leakage. An air barrier is also required by code
in most building types and climate zones.
The ASHRAE Standard 90.1 describes the
minimum energy compliance for commercial buildings and is referenced in the IECC
code as a performance and prescriptive
compliance option.

ATTRIBUTES OF AN AIR BARRIER
Air barrier benefits can only be achieved
with an air barrier that is continuous, maintains structural integrity, and is durable in
its installed application. It is important to
remember the continuous air barrier covers
all six sides (walls, roof, and at grade) of
the conditioned space of the building. This
includes, in addition to the primary air barrier membrane, installation and continuity
accessories, such as fasteners, adhesives,
tapes, flashing, transition membranes, sealants, penetrations, and other fenestration
components.
Continuity of the air barrier is critical
at interfaces, transitions, and penetrations,
requiring multiple components and multiple
trades’ coordination in the assembly of the
continuous air barrier. Structural integrity
of the air barrier comes from its ability to
withstand pressure loads and transfer the
loads to structural elements of the building
enclosure without leakage. Finally, air barriers must be durable in order to perform
over the service life of the enclosure, withstanding environmental exposure, including
ultraviolet and thermal exposure, thermal
cycling, repeated exposure to water, abrasion, and mechanical stresses.

trol layer also prevents the accumulation
of water as a water-resistive barrier (WRB)
and provides sufficient water vapor transmission to enable drying through diffusion.
Regarding managing moisture with air barrier systems, it is important to remember
that through the service life of a building,
moisture intrusion cannot be completely
avoided—it must be managed. Moisture
enters and exits the building enclosure
in many ways. The enclosure should be
designed to manage incidental water that
enters with minimal impact to the building
by maximizing drying and minimizing wetting for each building enclosure assembly
(Figure 1).
Maximize drying by deflecting or draining away bulk water from the enclosure
assemblies; this includes installing materials in a shingle fashion so that wind-driven
rain or gaps that open up over time within
the air and water control layers continue to
direct water out and away from the inside
of the building. In addition to draining the
water away, venting the outside of the air
and water control layer of the assembly
to the outside promotes drying within the
exterior portion of the assembly. If incidental water gets past the air and water control
layer, it is important that the air and water
control layer is vapor permeable and doesn’t

inhibit drying the wall cavity through diffusion. Vapor diffusion through materials is a
slow process, but combining it with a design
that provides a direct path for moisture to
drain to the exterior and interior is the most
robust design solution.
Minimize wetting, primarily from bulk
water sources, such as avoiding complex
design configurations that direct water into
wall assemblies or components rather than
away. Another way to minimize wetting
is by stopping air leakage in the building
enclosure. Uncontrolled air leakage through
the building enclosure carries with it large
quantities of moisture vapor that can condense on surfaces within the wall assembly. As stated previously, vapor diffusion
through materials is a very slow process,
so controlling wetting by limiting vapor diffusion should not be a primary moisture
control strategy.1

IMPROVEMENTS IN ENERGY
STANDARDS
Even though air leakage can impact
many aspects of building performance, air
leakage control is regulated through energy
codes. Focusing on the energy aspects of air
leakage in the code, rather than moisture,
is simpler because the impact on energy use
can be estimated through whole-building

MORE THAN AIR LEAKAGE
In addition to acting as an air barrier,
a weather barrier installation of the con-
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Figure 1 – Balance of wetting and drying.
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Previously, the whole-building airtightness
method was referenced as an “exception” in
the 2013 version. The move of the wholebuilding air testing path in the standard
helps to clarify the intention of air barrier
compliance and aligns much better with the
modeling and performance compliance path
available in Appendix G of ASHRAE 90.1.

BUILDING ENVELOPE
COMMISSIONING (BECX)

Figure 2 – Energy standard savings, efficiency code minimum.

METHODS OF
COMPLIANCE
The technical requirements
and methods of compliance for
air barriers in the 90.1 standard
regularly change and are updated based on improved technical
knowledge and installation costs.
Specifically, the 90.1-2007 publication included a limited requirement to include a continuous
air barrier, by generally following the prescriptive guidance in
the “Building Envelope Sealing
Design” section. In the next 90.1Figure 3 – Continuous air barriers in ASHRAE
2010 version, performance criteStandard 90.1.
ria for materials (ASTM E2178)
and assemblies (ASTM E2357 and
energy simulations while durability impacts others) were added. This 2010 compliare harder to quantify. It’s helpful to com- ance addition aids designers and manupare the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 baseline facturers in specifying products to meet
energy efficiency performance requirements the energy code. The 90.1-2013 version
over time (Figure 2).
included two significant additions regarding
The ASHRAE Standard 90.1 has contin- air barrier compliance requirements. The
uously improved its contribution to energy first 2013 change provided extensive air
efficiency with each published version, and barrier verification procedures and docucontinuous air barriers have contributed to mentation requirements to help ensure
the progress. The energy efficiency improve- the installed performance of the entire
ments adopted in the 90.1 standard require building enclosure. The second change in
rigorous technical justification and sophis- 2013 added a whole-building airtightness
ticated cost justification that takes into test (ASTM E779) as a compliance option
account net present value (NPV) and service and added a modeling path in Appendix
life of the components. The most current G to allow project teams to take credit for
published ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2016 improved air barrier design and installahas the most improved (lowest) baseline tion. The most recent change, included in
energy efficiency requirement of all of the the 90.1-2016 version, reconfigures the air
versions and is cost effective as validated by barrier prescriptive compliance methods,
PNNL and issues in the determination from placing the whole-building testing method
the Department of Energy (Figure 3).2
as the primary continuous air barrier path.
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The building envelope is an important
feature as it has a direct impact on longterm energy efficiency and durability of the
structure. The building envelope commissioning (BECx) process includes development and review of the following: request for
proposals or quotes (RFP/RFQ) documents:
owner project requirements (OPR), basis of
design (BOD) documents, BECx plan, and
a BECx project specification. The BECx
process adds value to a project by helping
ensure the performance expectations for the
building envelope are defined by the project
team, designed to meet the owner’s goals,
and that they are observed and verified during construction and operation to achieve
the stated intent of the project team.
Green building rating programs, such as
LEED v4, IgCC, 189.1, and Green Globes all
provide credits for engaging in the enhanced
commissioning process for the building
enclosure. While this brings a knowledgeable BECx professional into the project
team, none of the green building programs
establish solid enclosure performance criteria for the OPR or BOD regarding design
deliverables, construction observations, or
building performance verifications. With the
open-ended nature of the OPR in the BECx
project credits in green certifications, it is
important to utilize an enclosure professional with an ANSI-Accredited Personnel
Certification Program, like a BCxP, CCP,
or CxA certification,3 who can lead, plan,
coordinate, and manage a commissioning
team to implement the building enclosure
commissioning processes in new and existing buildings. Additional certification and
training programs exist and are being developed to address the specific commissioning
challenges of the building enclosure.

SET PROJECT EXPECTATIONS
To help define project expectations,
select the appropriate continuous air- and/
or weather-barrier system products and
assemblies to match the air, water, and
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hygrothermal property performance of the
building systems. For example, the performance and installation methods can differ
for projects that require a high-performance
application versus a low-rise application of
air barriers.
Regarding air barrier assemblies, highperformance installations can be defined
as building envelope design requirements
that exceed the performance limits of ASTM
E1677, including 65-mph equivalent structural load and 15-mph equivalent wind-driven rainwater infiltration resistance. Certain
construction types are more appropriate
for high-performance weather barrier products and installation methods. Conversely,
“low-rise construction” can be characterized by performance, utilizing ASTM E1677
as a reference point. Low-rise construction should be limited to building envelope
design requirements that don’t exceed the
test boundaries of ASTM E1677, including
65-mph equivalent structural wind load and
15-mph equivalent wind-driven rainwater
infiltration resistance, and utilizing woodframed walls on buildings less than 60 ft.
(18.3 m) in height.
Determining whole-building airtightness, the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 2013
and 2016 references a minimum air leakage requirement of 0.40 cfm/ft2 @ 75 Pa.
Additional standards are available to reference whole-building air barrier performance better than the 90.1 values and can
be found in ASHRAE 189.1, the USACE
Protocol, and the PBS-P100. ASHRAE 189.1
is discussed a bit early related to “green”
standards, but the other two reference best
practices more specific to airtightness. The
USACE Protocol was developed for projects under the jurisdiction of the Unified
Facilities Criteria and “...provides planning,
design, construction, sustainment, restoration, and modernization criteria, and applies
to the Military Departments, the Defense
Agencies, and the DoD Field Activities.” The
USACE Protocol came into effect based on
the publication of the USACE Engineering
and Construction Bulletin number 2012-16,
issued in May of 2012.4 PBS-P100, Facilities
Standards for the Public Buildings Service, is
the Government Services Administration’s
(GSA’s) mandatory facilities standard. It
applies to design and construction of new
federal facilities, major repairs and alterations of existing buildings, and lease construction facilities that GSA intends to own
or has the option to own. P100 users span
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the entire spectrum of building professional
disciplines, and the P100 informs and regulates decisions made throughout a project’s
life.5

DESIGNING FOR SUCCESS
Quality begins by specifying appropriate air sealing materials that meet the performance requirements established at the
outset of the project. Each product class of
weather barrier or air barrier comes with
often very different performance characteristics and values, which in turn affect the
ultimate performance of the building as a
whole. Consequently, the interface between
and the penetrations through those systems is where whole-building performance

is often controlled. Design details should
clearly and concisely illustrate the continuity of the air barrier from the center of the
roof through the exterior wall assemblies
and down to the foundation.
Consider the “pen test” method (Figure
4), in which a pen should be able to be run
continuously along the air barrier profile
without interruption (i.e., without being
picked up off the paper).6 This is a good
quality control check during construction
detail development when considering the
moisture control assembly continuity. Also
look for gaps in continuity when performing the pen test, confirming manufacturers’
details and trade coordination each time a
straight line in the pen test makes a corner

Figure 4 – Example “pen test.” Purple line traces the air barrier components.
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WEATHER BARRIER:
A COMBINATION OF MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES THAT:
1. Minimizes the air leakage into or out of the building envelope as a
continuous air barrier.
•

Continuous air barrier: The combination of interconnected materials,
assemblies, and sealed joints and components of the building envelope
that minimizes air leakage into or out of the building envelope in
accordance with ASHRAE 90.1 section 5.4.3.1.

2. Prevents the accumulation of water as a WRB.
•

Water-resistive barrier: A combination of materials and accessories
that prevents the accumulation of water within the wall assembly in
accordance with International Building Code section 1403.2.

3. Provides sufficient water vapor transmission to enable drying as a
vapor-permeable membrane.
•

Vapor-permeable membrane: The property of having a water-vapor
permeance rating of 5 perms or greater, when tested in accordance with
the desiccant method using Procedure A of ASTM E96 in accordance
with the definition in the International Building Code. A vapor-permeable
material permits the passage of moisture vapor through vapor diffusion.

or changes directions. These locations on
the building where the air barrier makes
turns in plan and section often require
additional detailing and treatments. The
additional detailing requires careful understanding of the air barrier manufacturer
installation instructions and a higher level

of trade coordination than typical.
When assessing more than just the air
barrier control layer and performing the pen
test (such as moisture and thermal control),
consider highlighting layers of moisture control with specific line weights and profiles to
communicate that the design requires these
elements. An alternative exercise in
a design review is
to consider a drop
of water traveling
from the highest
point in the roof
and trace the path

to grade. This exercise can highlight gaps
in the design, the need for drips edges, and
where lapping of envelope components is
needed to maintain water tightness.
Some common examples of a roof and
wall assembly are as follows:
1. Roof parapet details are typically
where the roofing system interfaces with the wall air barrier; these
details should provide sufficient provisions for the connection and protection of the two systems.
2. The building structure can often
penetrate into and through the wall
assembly, and continual coordination with the structural design team
can anticipate difficult conditions
prior to construction. Transition in
substrate materials (Figures 5 and
6) typically requires treatments that
can accept and handle the stresses
of anticipated differential movement.
3. For a rain screen system, flashing
is used to direct water out of the
building, and the air barrier should
be integrated into the flashing. The
air barrier should be positively overlapped onto the through-wall flashing, preventing conditions where
draining water could enter the building.
4. Openings in the building, such
as doors and windows, penetrate
through the air barrier and are
typically sealed to the air barrier
with sealant or are directly tied into
the air barrier. Windows are often
installed with sill pans to collect and
direct water that may have entered
the building. Care should be taken

Figure 5 – Air barrier fully installed at shelf angle.

Figure 6 – Sealing air barrier to the foundation.
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to allow the sill pans to function, while at the same
time providing an air seal.
5. As with structural elements buried within the wall,
transitioning onto the foundation typically requires
transition material that can accommodate differential movement.

Figure 7 – Lack
of coordination
of trades leads
to unsealed
penetrations.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE QUALITY ASSURANCE
AND PERFORMANCE
Verifying air barrier installations is a growing practice
and requirement to help projects achieve the intended overall whole-building airtightness performance. (See Figures 7
through 11 for various issues which may arise.) Quality
assurance (QA) programs are used to verify conformance
with the design contract documents and functional performance testing of building enclosure systems during the
construction process. This is important to capture flaws
that could be covered up with finish materials by the end
of the project. This process also aids in compliance with
the “installation verification” requirements for continuous air barriers added to the ASHRAE 90.1-2013 version
of the standard. IBC
2015, Chapter 17,
has special inspections related to the
WRB for EIFS cladding projects. For
installations where
the EIFS WRB material is also being used
as the continuous air
barrier, the IBC special inspections can
be formatted to aid
in compliance with
the energy standard’s
installation verification program as well.
Projects undergoing a QA program
and seeking “green”
certifications—both ASHRAE 189.1 and the IgCC—have provisions for air barrier installation inspections and whole-building
air barrier performance testing, but do not explicitly address
moisture sources and systems as part of the verification regime.
Green Globes has an extensive set of credits for field conformance and/or performance testing of many building enclosure
assemblies, including below-grade waterproofing, roofing, flashings, fenestrations systems, and air barriers. It is also notable
that LEED systems have BECx credits available, but do not have
explicit requirements or additional credits available for either
conformance or performance building enclosure QA programs.
The Air Barrier Association of America (ABAA) Quality
Assurance Program (QAP) includes a minimum number of thirdparty site visits and small-scale material testing. Compliance
with the ABAA QAP program and assembly test protocol does
not require a whole-building air leakage test or performance criteria. The ABAA QAP program also does not address the entire
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Figure 8 – Discontinuities in
transition membranes.

Figure 9 – Damages from
other trades.
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Figure 11 –
Discontinuity
at shelf angle.

ENDNOTES

Figure 10 –
Incorrect
penetration
detail.

continuous air barrier, omitting roof areas,
grade areas, and all fenestrations systems
in the building enclosure.

CONCLUSION
Complying with the energy code continuous air barrier requirements includes
many facets. Successful project teams
should determine the air barrier layer’s ability to meet the critical material attributes
of performance when installed, as well
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as identifying any additional
hygrothermal functions to be
performed by the air barrier layer. In addition, project
teams should establish the
project’s building enclosure
performance expectations,
determine which version of
the energy code the project
must meet, and understand
if there are air barrier performance project goals in
the applicable energy code
version. It is important to
engage a BECx professional to help guide
the enclosure commissioning process, perform design reviews, provide construction
phase conformance reviews, carry out performance testing of critical air barrier enclosure components, and complete moisture
analysis modeling when it’s needed to compare alternatives.
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